INTRODUCTION

We are excited by the study section’s enthusiasm for our Focused Technology Research & Development R01 (PAR-19-253) proposal, and our "very accomplished team with excellence in all areas of hardware design, software engineering, and molecular simulation methodology needed to advance the objectives" [Summary Statement].

Quantum machine learning (QML) potentials will be a critical part of the future of biomolecular modeling, but only if we fund the tools needed to build and apply them. The primary source of skepticism expressed in the critiques was whether there is a significant role for QML potentials in the next five years. We have updated the proposal with compelling evidence of the growing importance of QML, as well as evidence of our original work in this important area that will be enabled by the Focused Technology R&D this proposal mechanism supports:

Preliminary data for hybrid QML/MM potentials: Hybrid QML/MM potentials—where part of the system (e.g. ligand or reactive center) is treated with QML and the rest with MM—will be a key driver of near-term applications and can be accelerated to near-MM speeds. Because they only treat a subsystem with quantum chemical accuracy, they do not suffer from any of the issues raised in the critiques. We present the first protein-ligand alchemical free energy calculations using hybrid QML/MM potentials (where only the ligand is treated with QML) [Figure 2] and demonstrate the error in binding free energies can be reduced from 1 kcal/mol (MM) to 0.5 kcal/mol (QML/MM) [1]—sufficient for transformative impact on drug discovery.

Preliminary data for full QML potentials: While it will take several years of work—supported by our infrastructure—for QML potentials to reliably and efficiently model entire biomolecular systems in a manner that satisfactorily includes long-range physical interactions, we demonstrate that alchemical free energy calculations can easily be applied to systems fully treated with QML potentials [Figure 3] [2]. Furthermore, we show these QML potentials can be fit to experimental free energies and other properties (in addition to quantum chemical data) to significantly improve their ability to generalize from limited data [2].

Publications: This field is growing rapidly: 7,030 new papers have been published in this area in 2020 alone [3]. We cannot comprehensively review this literature, but we cite several key papers and reviews.

User demand: A recent survey [4] shows 84±3% of our users would like to use QML potentials in their work, but only 14±3% use them now due to technical limitations this proposal specifically addresses (n = 166 respondents).

Letters of Support: This resubmission includes 38 external Letters of Support, with the vast majority articulating strong interest in our proposed R&D efforts to advance the training, assessment, and use of QML potentials.

Machine learning of collective variables (CVs) and integrators: The critiques articulated concerns about how meaningful collective variables should be constructed, which we wholeheartedly agree with. We now emphasize that we aim only to better support the large communities developing collective variable based sampling methods (e.g. metadynamics; 14,400 citations [5]) and advanced integrators (38,000 citations [5]) by enabling these functions to be defined in convenient machine learning frameworks (PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX) and easily used within OpenMM. Our proposed work focuses on enabling research in this area by providing the means to construct CVs in machine learning frameworks and apply them on the GPU within the OpenMM ecosystem.

Increased capacity for generating new quantum chemical data: Since the original submission, the capacity of Folding@home for generating quantum chemical data for QCArchive to accelerating R&D of QML potentials has increased to over 1M actively computing CPU cores available for computation [6].

Clarity: We have attempted to improve clarity in all aspects of the proposal following feedback in the critiques.

Deployment and user support: OpenMM has been downloaded >385,000 times from Anaconda cloud (one of several distribution mechanisms), >115,000 times since our first submission. This resubmission includes 38 external Letters of Support from group leaders, hardware vendors, and biotech companies representing hundreds of researchers who find the free and open source licensing of OpenMM a significantly enabling technology in their work. Since the original submission, OpenMM has also been integral to powering the worlds first exaFLOP/s distributed computing infrastructure [7] in the hunt for new therapeutics for COVID-19.

CZI Award: Thanks to a one-year Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Essential Open Source Software for Science award ($180K total costs, not renewable), the lead developer of OpenMM was able to extend his contract until early 2021.

Concerns about the OpenMM “business model”: Following discussions with the NIH Program Officer regarding a puzzling critique that "The business model of OpenMM needs to be improved", we remind the study section that discussions of whether a proposal merits NIH funding are not germane to the role of the study section, which must evaluate proposals on the basis of the significance and impact of the proposed work and whether the proposed budget is appropriate for the work proposed. We note, however, that the NIH currently supports the development of legacy codes such as AMBER, CHARMM, GROMACS, NAMD, and Tinker [8], some of which are decades old.
SPECIFIC AIMS

Predictive, quantitative modeling of biomolecular systems is critical to understanding fundamental molecular mechanisms underlying biological function and disease, as well as developing small molecule and biological therapeutics. Two distinct approaches have emerged to model the chemical interactions in these simulations: molecular mechanics (MM) models, in which physical interactions are modeled at the atomic level, and machine learning (ML) models, in which a flexible function approximator fit to data makes quantitative predictions. While these approaches have traditionally been disjoint, recent work to bring these two together to develop quantum machine learning (QML) potentials has demonstrated the enormous potential for differentiable many-body potentials learned by deep neural networks to substitute for or supplement traditional physical force fields or expensive quantum chemical calculations. Despite their enormous promise to power a new decade of discovery in biomolecular modeling and simulations, a host of technical limitations stand in the way of practical widespread use.

Here, we propose to both sustain and significantly extend our popular OpenMM Toolkit to realize this goal. OpenMM is the most widely-used GPU-accelerated framework for biomolecular simulation (>1300 citations, >385,000 downloads, >1M deployed instances). First, we will transition OpenMM to a distributed development and governance model that will ensure it can continue to meet the needs of the biomolecular simulation community for years to come. Second, we add flexible support for plug-in machine learning models to enable multiple uses: (1) as quantum machine learning (QML) potentials able to substitute for traditional MM potentials while delivering extraordinary accuracy in new and existing applications, especially in hybrid QML/MM contexts (where a subsystem, such as a ligand or reactive center, is treated with QML and the rest with MM); (2) as collective variables (CVs) or studying rare events or conformational changes; and (3) as advanced integrators or samplers for simulating long timescales or multiscale dynamics. These plug-ins will be hardware accelerated and fully supported by the existing OpenMM ecosystem, which includes numerous tools for enhanced sampling, protein-ligand free energy calculations, and rare event simulations. Third, to accelerate development of next-generation hybrid QML models that blend traditional QML approaches with physical long-range potentials, we will develop an open portable library of hardware-accelerated atomic features and OpenMM physical potentials within popular machine learning frameworks (TensorFlow, PyTorch, JAX). Together with continued optimizations to exploit accelerated hardware architectures (TPUs, tensor cores, etc), these technological advances will enable a variety of new scientific investigations that were previously computationally intractable or limited by force field accuracy.

Aim 1: Transition OpenMM from a single-laboratory single-developer-led code to a community governance and distributed developer model to ensure long-term sustainability. Originally developed in a single laboratory, OpenMM has grown so quickly and is integrated so deeply within the biomolecular simulation community that a distributed development model is necessary to ensure a sustainable future. A new OpenMM Consortium will ensure OpenMM continues to meet the most urgent needs of the biomolecular modeling and simulation community.

Aim 2: Develop a next-generation hardware-accelerated molecular simulation platform that will enable direct interoperability with machine learning frameworks. We will extend OpenMM to allow facile integration of QML potentials and machine learning models created within popular frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and JAX for use as new forces, collective variables, or integrators. In addition, we will develop custom hardware-accelerated kernels to enable these models to run at high speed within OpenMM by exploiting accelerator hardware such as GPUs, TPUs, and tensor cores. Driving applications include the use of hybrid physical/ML potentials to develop ultra-high accuracy protein-ligand free energy calculations generalizable to new chemistries and the study of enzyme mechanisms or covalent inhibition with enormous speed advantages over traditional QM/MM methods.

Aim 3: Create a software infrastructure to enable hybrid machine learning / physical model development. We will develop a library of hardware-accelerated kernels for QML atomic features and physical force terms to be easily used within popular machine learning ecosystems (such as TensorFlow and PyTorch) as custom operations ("ops"). This will enable developers to rapidly develop new QML potentials and hybrid physical/ML models able to deliver quantum chemical accuracy at molecular mechanics speeds, as well as enable high-throughput machine learning for structure-enabled biomolecular datasets in a manner that exploits both physical and ML features.

Aim 4: Develop community repositories of large quantum chemical datasets and models to accelerate development and deployment of QML potentials. We will work with MoiSSI to create an online QML model repository and standardized QML model specification to allow developers to easily share, update, and deploy their models to OpenMM and other codes. To accelerate the development of QML models with increased accuracy and greatly expanded coverage, we will use the planetary-scale Folding@home distributed computing framework (>1M CPU cores) to create large public quantum chemical datasets made available through the MoiSSI QCArchive. Together, these aims will ensure OpenMM will significantly advance the capabilities of predictive modeling and simulation of biomolecular systems and produce new insight into the modeling of small molecule therapeutics.
SIGNIFICANCE

Biomolecular modeling and simulation is a key technology for leveraging the $16B global investment in structural data in the protein databank. Molecular mechanics (MM) force fields model biomolecular systems in atomistic detail, allowing researchers to probe a variety of phenomena that involve energetics, forces, and dynamics of biomolecular systems [9–11]. A wide variety of methodologies have been developed for making use of molecular mechanics models, from simple methods that use energy minimization or molecular dynamics to advanced calculations that involve algorithms for enhanced or targeted sampling [9]. Biomolecular modeling and simulation has a wide variety of applications, from probing the molecular mechanism of biological function [10, 12] and the molecular underpinnings of disease [13–15] to the interpretation of experiments [16] to quantitative predictions that guide the development of new small molecule therapeutics [17–19] and biologics [20, 21]. Because these investigations only require access to now-ubiquitous computational resources to access microsecond timescales [22], biomolecular modeling has become a facile and indispensable tool in the biosciences.

OpenMM is a critical technology for the biomolecular simulation and modeling community. OpenMM [23–28] is a biomolecular modeling and simulation code that is both fast and flexible, enabling researchers to use it directly as a research tool for accessing state-of-the-art algorithms on essentially any computing hardware or as a library to build more complex modeling tools that take advantage of these algorithms in new and advanced ways. OpenMM’s key papers [23–28] have been cited over 1300 times1. The OpenMM conda package (one of multiple distribution routes) has been downloaded over 385,000 times [31]. OpenMM has been deployed on more than one million GPUs [6] and powered the world’s first exascale distributed computing platform [7]. While relatively young, OpenMM provides a number of critical modern features not present in other biomolecular modeling and simulation packages that endow it with numerous advantages compared to legacy biomolecular modeling and simulation packages for a number of important application domains:

• **Speed**: OpenMM was one of the first2 molecular simulation packages to exploit inexpensive consumer-grade graphics processors (GPUs) [26], which brought a 100× increase in performance/price ratio over CPUs and drove a revolution in biomolecular simulations. OpenMM features both CUDA and OpenCL computational platform backends that allow it to achieve extremely high performance on a wide variety of inexpensive consumer-grade GPUs, a multithreaded CPU backend to enable it to run on ubiquitous CPUs, and a plugin architecture that speeds the development of new kernels to exploit new accelerated hardware.

• **Productivity**: OpenMM provides a simple, expressive API [33] that makes it incredibly easy to build new applications that make use of molecular modeling operations in Python, C++, C, or Fortran without the need to wrap command-line tools. By using an object-oriented model that provides useful abstractions for biomolecular modeling, biosciences researchers can achieve high productivity just as modern machine learning researchers can with modern frameworks such as Tensorflow, PyTorch, and JAX.

• **Python friendly**: The Python API allows scientists to either use OpenMM directly or build applications or libraries in Python, such as the openmmtools library [34] (downloaded >150,000 times [35]). The enormous number of scientific libraries available for Python makes it easy to quickly build new, complex applications or research projects in Python. Educational tutorials can also exploit modern Jupyter notebooks and run in the cloud to make it easy for new researchers to get started.

• **Ubiquity**: OpenMM is conda-installable [31], allowing it to be easily used as a dependency in other tools that can be automatically installed without the user even knowing they are using OpenMM under the hood.

• **Modularity**: Developers and users can easily add new forces, barostats, thermostats, collective variables, and integrators without modifying the core code (and often in pure Python!). New features and kernels can easily be added via a simple plugin architecture that can be built and distributed separately.

• **Extensibility**: Research and experimentation with new potential forms is incredibly easy with Custom Forces, which enable researchers to write algebraic expressions that are automatically optimized, differentiated, and compiled into GPU-accelerated kernels.

• **Interoperability**: OpenMM is force field agnostic, supporting all major molecular mechanics (MM) models. It provides a Python layer to make it easy to import biomolecular systems from other major simulation packages (such as AMBER [36], CHARMM [29], NAMD [37], or GROMACS [38]).

---

1. The number of OpenMM citations is likely an underestimate of works using OpenMM because multiple legacy codes—such as CHARMM [29] and TINKER-OpenMM [30]—make use of OpenMM “under the hood”, so users may not even know they are using OpenMM.

2. The other major GPU-accelerated code, ACEMD [32]—created by co-I Fabritiis—now uses OpenMM under the hood.
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- **Legacy support**: OpenMM is the “webkit for biomolecular simulation,” in that it is ubiquitously found powering molecular simulation packages—with C++, C, and Fortran APIs, OpenMM has been used under the hood in major legacy codes (including CHARMM, Tinker, and ACEMD) to enable these packages to provide high performance on modern computing hardware like GPUs without a complete rewrite.

- **Robustness**: OpenMM drives the GPU simulation core in the Folding@home worldwide distributed computing project, and has run on all major commercially-available GPUs and over a million unique computer systems, making it the most widely-tested and widely-deployed biomolecular simulation package. In Mar–May 2020, it powered the rise of the world’s first exascale distributed computing platform [7]. It also powers gpugrid.net through ACEMD, a biomolecular simulation package for drug discovery.

- **Simplicity**: With an extensive user guide, clear API docs, a simple script generator, and an entire ecosystem of tools built around it, OpenMM makes it easy for new users to dive in.

- **Free, open source, and permissively licensed**: Unlike many legacy biomolecular simulation packages, OpenMM is available free of charge and without the need to sign a license agreement. OpenMM is licensed under the permissive MIT License (with some of the CUDA and OpenCL components under the LGPL License) to enable it to have maximum impact in the biosciences, and allowing it to be used "under the hood" within other software applications, often without the user even knowing OpenMM is the underlying simulation engine. The MIT License allows OpenMM to be used, modified, and redistributed without restriction, provided attribution is maintained, ensuring that even commercial entities can use OpenMM.

**OpenMM needs sustainable federal support to continue to power the biomolecular modeling and simulation community into the next decade.** OpenMM now needs sustainable funding to continue to meet the needs of the biomolecular modeling and simulation community, and grow to deliver the technology needed to drive new innovations in the field as machine learning becomes more tightly integrated at every level. Previously, OpenMM development was funded via NIH support to Vijay Pande, formerly a professor at Stanford University; Pande also founded the Folding@home Distributed Computing project (now governed by the Folding@home Consortium [39], of which co-I Chodera is a member). Specifically, OpenMM development was supported by Simbios, funded via NIH Roadmap for Medical Research Collaborative Grant U54 GM072970 (which ended in 2013) and subsequently by NIH grant R01 GM062868 (which ended in 2018 when Vijay Pande transitioned to a General Partner at Andressen Horowitz, stepping down from his position to become an Adjunct Professor at Stanford); these grants funded a single software scientist (Eastman) throughout its development history. This has left OpenMM without long-term financial support; funding for the current lead developer (Peter Eastman) will expire in early 2021 when a Chan-Zuckerberg Initiative Essential Open Source Software for Science ($180K total costs for one year, non-renewable) grant ends.

Without NIH support, **OpenMM development and maintenance will cease**, and the large biomolecular modeling and simulation community that depends on OpenMM will be left without a vital tool for quantitative bioscience. While other MD packages have recently added GPU support, no existing alternative code can fulfill all the roles that OpenMM currently does in enabling research, allowing legacy codes to exploit modern hardware, and enabling the rapid development of new molecular modeling and simulation applications, and development of a new equivalent framework that can fill these roles from scratch would cost millions of dollars take many years to develop.

**A new leadership team will lead the transition toward a distributed development and community governance model while driving the next generation of technology innovations to support machine learning for biomolecular simulation.** While Vijay Pande remains involved in the role of collaborator (see Letter) to ensure that OpenMM can drive new research innovations in the emerging field of machine learning for biomolecular modeling, this proposal is led by a new investigator team that has been deeply engaged with OpenMM throughout its lifetime: **PI Markland** (Stanford) has led new developments in path integral molecular dynamics methods within OpenMM; **co-I Chodera** (MSKCC) has been deeply involved in extending OpenMM to treat small molecules and for use in free energy calculations and the use of machine learning potentials in drug discovery; and **co-I de Fabritiis** (Barcelona) is a GPU MD pioneer and leader in machine learning for biomolecular modeling. Senior personnel **Peter Eastman** (lead OpenMM developer) will continue to lead development as OpenMM transitions to a distributed development model, bringing in new developers at MSKCC and Barcelona and cultivating community developer contributions. In addition, the leadership team has formed a new **OpenMM Consortium** consisting of leaders in the field that actively develop with or use OpenMM and will help steer future development and community engagement plans to ensure OpenMM can best meet the needs of the community. Together, the investigators and OpenMM Consortium will ensure OpenMM remains a key tool driving new discoveries and innovations within the biomolecular modeling community.
INNOVATION

This proposal aims to go much further than simply sustain development of OpenMM with the addition of new features and optimization to take advantage of new graphics processor hardware. Here, we propose to radically extend OpenMM to exploit and drive new innovations within the machine learning community for biomolecular modeling that promises to revolutionize the practice of biomolecular modeling in a few short years.

Machine learning is driving a technological revolution in science and engineering. Advances in a key machine learning (ML) technology—deep learning, in which differentiable universal function approximators composed of simple layers can easily be trained using automatic differentiation techniques—has driven a tidal wave of technology development that is transforming many fields of science [40]. To be successful, ML methods require three main ingredients: (1) a useful representation of the system to be modeled that allows a useful relationship to be learned from a tractable amount of data; (2) large datasets that can be used to train and assess the models, and (3) fast hardware-accelerated implementations for both training and using the models in practical applications.

Figure 1. Quantum machine learning (QML) potential models like ANI-1 can reproduce quantum chemical potential energies with high accuracy, but current implementations are too slow to be practical for biomolecular simulation. The ANI-1 model [41] (left) achieves excellent accuracy compared to DFT quantum chemical calculations (middle). Second-generation ANI-1ccx [42] achieves high accuracy compared to high-level CCSD(T) (middle). These methods are currently 200× slower than MM potentials in simulating even alanine dipeptide in a water droplet on GPUs (right; NVIDIA GTX-1080). While ML frameworks like PyTorch and TensorFlow make effective use of the GPU for matrix operations (with hardware improvements focusing on accelerating these operations), current implementations of QML potentials lack GPU-accelerated kernels for atomic features. Our open source QML GPU kernel library will enable OpenMM and other codes to use QML potentials at near-MM speeds, enabling existing modeling applications to use QML and QML/MM models.

Machine learning holds the potential to transform biomolecular modeling and drug discovery. Several key classes of models have emerged: Quantum machine learning (QML) potentials aim to replace the expensive, poorly-scaling machinery of quantum chemistry with fast machine learning (ML) models (often based on deep learning) that can approximate the quantum chemical Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface to high accuracy at greatly reduced cost [43–45]. The ANI class of models [41, 42, 46] (Figure 1), for example, can approximate DFT (ANI-1x [41], ANI-2x [46]) or coupled-cluster (ANI-1ccx [42]) calculations with extremely high accuracy at a fraction of the computational cost. A large number of promising models have been developed in the last few years for learning high-dimensional potential energy surfaces (such as Behler-Parrinello [47], ANI [41, 42, 46], AIMNet [48], SchNet [49, 50]; see Figure 4). The speed and flexibility QML models positions them to supplant slow and complex QM/MM methods [51], where subsystems <100 atoms (such as small molecule ligands) are treated with QML and the remainder with MM, as recently demonstrated in [1, 52, 53]; the accuracy of QML methods and ease of training to both quantum chemical and experimental data [2] make them appealing to eventually supplant MM methods entirely in several years as datasets, implementations, hardware progress alongside improvements in the treatment of long-range interactions [54].

Simultaneously, a variety of translationally- and rotationally-invariant ML architectures for predicting molecular properties (such as solubilities or binding affinities) from static structures have emerged that promise to make useful predictions from static structures. These models include Tensor Field Networks [55], Clebsch-Gordan nets [56–58] and graph convolutional or message-passing networks [59] such as PotentialNet [60].

At the same time, the ML revolution has driven the development of deep learning models as flexible function approximators for learning complex collective variables that describe biomolecular structural changes for use in enhanced sampling algorithms for studying processes like conformational changes and protein-ligand binding [61, 62], or in the extremely popular framework of metadynamics [63–65] (which was used in 1,490 papers in 2020 alone [5]). Recent developments include methods such as neural tICA [66, 67], VAMPnets [68], Annncolvar [69], SGOOP [70], and RAVE [71] that encode their collective variables using some differentiable representation of Cartesian coordinates (to allow chain-rule propagation of forces) connected to a differentiable (deep) model. While caution must be exercised in constructing these models in a manner that produces meaningful data, there is no denying the fact that this is a highly active of research that would benefit from facile tools for moving between efficient molecular simulation engines and high-productivity machine learning frameworks.
To impact the biological sciences, these models need to be deeply integrated with biomolecular modeling frameworks. While published accuracies of these ML methods signal their enormous potential, their impact in bioscience has been significantly limited for multiple reasons that we propose to remedy this project:

- **Barriers to use:** The appeal of forcefield-agnostic simulation packages like OpenMM is that multiple models can easily be used via the same interface, greatly increasing the productivity of researchers and developers. Currently, using a new QML model requires installing author source code, developing a new interface from scratch, and building all the associated algorithms for molecular simulation (such as integrators) atop it. We will solve this problem by creating plugins that allow ML models to be easily imported into OpenMM from a variety of common ML frameworks (**Aim 2**) and a common repository of popular QML potentials that can be used from within OpenMM as drop-in replacements for existing MM potentials (**Aim 4**).

- **Speed:** While QML potentials like ANI [41, 42, 46] are significantly faster and scale better than quantum chemical calculations, they are still incredibly slow compared to typical MM force fields—current implementations are 200–15,000× slower than typical MM force fields (such as AMBER ff14SB [72]) in simulating solvated droplet or periodic systems (**Figure 1**), rendering them impractically slow for all but the most trivial of applications. Implementations that narrow the speed gap between MM and QML are essential for these models to find practical use. **Initial use cases will focus on hybrid QML/MM potentials**, where a subsystem (such as a small molecule ligand or reactive center) is treated with QML while the remainder is treated with MM [1, 52, 53]—which can provide near-MM speeds with near-QM accuracy [1]. Later applications will enable QML to treat the entire biomolecular system—once subsequent developments in QML potentials that include accurate long-range deliver improved accuracy and trainable improvements. We will replicate our successful GPU kernel optimization strategies in optimizing the speed bottleneck—computation of atomic feature vectors—to accelerate QML methods (**Aim 2**).

- **Hybrid physical/machine learning models:** Many current QML models include only short-range interactions [41, 42, 47], making it challenging for these systems to accurately model condensed-phase biomolecular systems where long-range interactions are important. While a number of interesting directions are being explored in terms of continuous-convolution [49, 50, 73] or message-passing [48], a promising avenue for development is the use of physical potentials to describe these long-range interactions [54]. In parallel, traditional MM force fields are adopting ML models to describe correlated many-body local effects [74]. **We will make it easy to develop and deploy models that combine short-range QML with long-range physical energy terms**, allowing these to easily be combined with QML models in OpenMM simulations and within popular ML frameworks (TensorFlow, PyTorch, JAX) by developing a library of custom ops that can easily be used in both OpenMM and ML frameworks (**Aim 3**).

- **Data availability:** The construction of new QML potentials requires large, high-level quantum chemical datasets that require access to major supercomputing resources and quantum chemistry expertise to generate, putting them out of reach of most researchers. We will collaborate with the MolSSI QCArchive [75] and Folding@home [76] (which has >1M active CPU cores) to produce large, high-quality quantum chemical datasets for use in developing improved QML potentials for biomolecular modeling (**Aim 4**).

- **Useful abstractions and feature computation kernel libraries:** The development of new QML models also requires researchers re-implement all the featurization schemes necessary prior to the deep learning model(s) used by these methods to fit data. Here, we will build an open source library of optimized GPU kernels that can be used within both molecular simulation and machine learning frameworks as custom ops (PyTorch, TensorFlow, and JAX) to accelerate research and development in this domain (**Aim 3**).

- **Flexibility:** OpenMM will also be able to spur innovation by allowing researchers to flexibly utilize these capabilities in other places arbitrary functions may be of interest, such as using ML models to define collective variables, biasing potentials, or advanced integrators to explore enhanced sampling schemes (**Aim 2**).

This proposal aims to augment OpenMM with new capabilities that enable it to exploit the machine learning revolution and power the next generation of research and applications in biomolecular modeling and simulation. **Aim 2** describes how QML potentials, ML models for collective variables, and expressive compute graphs for advanced integrators and samplers can be utilized within OpenMM for immediate use by researchers and developers that use OpenMM in their applications, or in legacy codes that use OpenMM to exploit modern hardware. **Aim 3** will enable the use of OpenMM physical forces within popular ML frameworks, as well as provide large quantum chemical datasets that will help accelerate research into QML potentials—especially hybrid potentials. And **Aim 4** will leverage Folding@home to generate new large datasets of high value for building new QML models with sufficiently expanded coverage and improved accuracy to transform biomolecular modeling.
New preliminary data
Since initial submission, we have made significant progress in showing the utility of our proposed R&D activities:

**Utility of hybrid QML/MM:** In the short term, hybrid QML/MM systems, in which a <100-atom subsystem is treated with QML (such as a small molecule ligand), will be the primary target for initial development and optimization. While many formulations of hybrid QML/MM potentials are possible, the simplest formulation simply replaces the intramolecular MM ligand interactions—which are often poorly modeled—with QML [1]. As seen in Figure 2, even the simplest possible approach can cut the error in protein-ligand alchemical binding free energy calculations in half, which would have enormous impact on drug discovery. These QML/MM simulations are currently only on the verge of practicality because of the enormous inefficiencies in current QML / MM interfaces, motivating the proposed work here would would allow the use of QML/MM at near-MM speeds.

![Figure 2. Hybrid QML/MM potentials that model the ligand with QML and the environment with MM can reduce the error in protein-ligand alchemical binding free energy calculations from 1.0 kcal/mol to 0.5 kcal/mol [1]. *Left:* While many formulations of hybrid QML/MM potentials are possible, the simplest formulation replaces MM ligand intramolecular interactions with QML, enabling high-accuracy modeling of ligand torsions and intramolecular torsion-torsion and torsion-valence couplings. *Right:* When applied to the Tyk2 benchmark system—a challenging kinase-inhibitor benchmark system from the Schrödinger FEP+ test set (FEP+ ΔG RMSE 0.93±0.12 kcal/mol [17]; GAFF 1.8 ΔG RMSE 1.13 kcal/mol), a hybrid QML/MM model using the Open Force Field Initiative [http://openforcefield.org] OpenFF 1.0.0 (“Parsley”) small molecule force field [77, 78], AMBER14SB [72], and TIP3P [79] reduces the RMSE from 0.97 [95% CI: 0.68, 1.22] kcal/mol for MM to 0.47 [95% CI: 0.32, 0.68] kcal/mol for QML/MM, which would significantly accelerate drug discovery.](image)

**Alchemical free energy calculations are extremely easy in fully explicit QML simulations:** While it will likely take the field several years—with the right infrastructure support proposed here—to make fully QML simulations practical for fully solvated biomolecular systems by appropriately addressing issues with long-range forces (where work is already underway [54]), these methods hold enormous promise. We have recently demonstrated that we can easily perform alchemical free energy calculations on systems entirely treated with QML (Figure 3), and have shown for the first time that both quantum chemical energies and forces and experimental data (here, tautomer free energies) can be used to train these machine learning potentials so as to better generalize from limited data [2]. In additional, alchemical free energy calculations in fully explicit QML are practical and extremely simple to implement, though slow in current implementations (unpublished data; Figure 3 right).

![Figure 3. Alchemical free energy calculations in pure QML systems are trivial, and can be trained based on experimental free energies to generalize from limited data [2]. *Left:* Alchemical free energy calculations in systems treated entirely by QML are incredibly simple since the absence of singularities in the potential means that linear mixing of potentials in intermediate alchemical states can lead to well-behaved free energy estimates [2]. *Middle:* In addition to quantum chemical energies and gradients, experimental measurements, such as free energies, can be easily used to train QML potentials (A) to reduce the error in predicting properties on other molecules (B), as in this case of tautomers of tautomers free energies. *Right:* Alchemical free energy calculations in fully explicitly solvated QML systems (though at greater cost), as in this case where tautomer ratios are computed with ANI-1ccx (unpublished data). Note that the accuracy of this model (4.8 kcal/mol, compared with 3.1 kcal/mol for ANI-1ccx optimized to experimental data as well) is initially poor because it was parameterized for only gas phase systems; the intent is simply to demonstrate the fact that QML potentials can be integrated into existing MM workflows once they reach maturity.](image)
APPRAOCH

AIM 1: Transition OpenMM from a single-laboratory single-developer-led code to a community governance and distributed developer model to ensure long-term sustainability.

Rationale: OpenMM was developed in a single laboratory (collaborator Pande) with support from the NIH, primarily by a single developer (Eastman). To ensure OpenMM can sustainably support its extensive user community, we aim to create an OpenMM Consortium that will oversee its future roadmap and governance, as well as recruit and train two additional paid developers within two key OpenMM-focused laboratories (the Chodera lab at MSKCC and the de Fabritiis lab in Barcelona). In addition, we will seek to recruit more core developers from other laboratories and the biomolecular simulation community at large that depend on OpenMM.

Approach and Milestones: We have formed a new core leadership team—consisting of PI Markland, co-I Chodera, and co-I de Fabritiis, together with lead OpenMM developer Eastman and collaborator Vijay Pande (original OpenMM PI, machine learning pioneer, and Folding@home founder)—which collectively possess extensive expertise in biomolecular simulation, GPU acceleration, and biomolecular machine learning. This leadership team will be responsible for:

- Recruit new developers to OpenMM: We will recruit additional developers at MSKCC and Barcelona that will allow core development tasks to be distributed among the development team, ensuring that development is no longer dependent on a single individual. Additionally, the leadership and developer team will seek to recruit additional contributors from other laboratories that depend on OpenMM (such as Andy Simmonett [see Letter] who has made significant contributions already).
- Develop a public roadmap: We will develop and maintain a public roadmap for future bugfix, feature, and API-changing OpenMM releases using GitHub Project Boards [80] to ensure the community is well-informed about (and can provide input into) the timing and content of new releases.
- Accelerate OpenMM on new hardware: The leadership and developer teams will continue to identify new hardware that would be particularly beneficial for OpenMM to exploit—such as new inexpensive consumer-grade GPUs, new discrete GPUs (such as Intel Xe), integrated hardware accelerators, and tensor processing units (TPUs). Developers—led by Eastman’s extensive experience in hardware acceleration—will tailor kernels to continue to exploit the latest hardware (and software frameworks for using them, such as Apple’s recent Metal and Intel’s oneAPI).
- Field community-driven feature requests and bug reports: The development team will clearly and visibly prioritize and address community-provided feature requests and bug reports using GitHub’s issue tracker, issue labeling system, and release milestones, aiming improve on metrics such as open issue duration.
- Produce enhanced documentation and tutorials: While OpenMM has extensive user and API documentation and a number of tutorials, we will improve the utility of this documentation and the number of tutorials targeted at new users coming from the machine learning field and users transitioning to OpenMM from other simulation packages could greatly increase the impact and audience of OpenMM. Currently, these resources are already highly utilized, with ~1500 unique visitors/month accessing the user guide and API docs and ~500 unique visitors/month accessing the tutorials, suggesting effort spent on improving existing resources is likely to yield significant gains.

Figure 4. Popular classes of atomic features for popular atomic machine learning (ML) potential models. The ANI class of models uses distance- and angle-based features [41, 42]. Continuous convolution networks like Deep Tensor Networks [73] and SchNet [49,50] use distance-based features. Another class of models, Tensor Field Networks, use spherical harmonics [55–58]. PotentialNet uses a graph convolutional network augmented by distance-dependent edges [60]. To both achieve high performance within OpenMM (Aim 2) and enable rapid QML model development in common ML frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and JAX (Aim 3), we will implement hardware-accelerated compute kernels for these and other common atomic feature computation schemes for use both within OpenMM and as a library of operations (“ops”) available within common ML frameworks.
materials will also be highly valuable. We will focus on improving online documentation and materials, which are broadly accessible to the global biomolecular simulation community, and tutorials that can easily be launched in the browser (such as MyBinder and Google Colab) to further minimize barriers to entry, using web engagement statistics to measure success in increasing engagement.

- **Transition to a community governance model under the OpenMM Consortium:** The leadership team will establish the OpenMM Consortium, consisting of academic researchers, software scientists, and industry scientists with experience in OpenMM and biomolecular modeling to ensure that OpenMM continues to meet the needs of the biomolecular modeling community by setting priorities, integrating best practices, and developing metrics for measuring progress. The leadership team will work closely with the Molecular Sciences Software Institute (MolSSI) [81] (see Letter) to develop a governance model following equitable best practices for a healthy software project responsive to community needs and expectations.

**Preliminary data and feasibility:** We have recently consolidated OpenMM into a central GitHub organization independent of any single laboratory [82]. We have also recruited an initial OpenMM Consortium [83], consisting of members of the biomolecular simulation and modeling field who can advise on how OpenMM can best serve the needs of the community (many of which have contributed Letters): Emilio Gallicchio (Brooklyn College), Justin McCallum (University of Calgary), Vijay Pande (Stanford/a16z), Jean-Philip Piquemal (Sorbonne), Jay Ponder (WashU), Julia Rice (IBM Almaden), Josh Rackers (Sandia), Pengyu Ren (UT Austin), Karmen Condic-Jurkic (MSKCC), Andy Simmonett (NIH), and Bill Swope (IBM). The OpenMM Consortium has already held initial virtual meetings to develop a preliminary roadmap for how OpenMM can best serve both the advanced potential function development community (which led to AMOEBA [84] and HIPPO [85]) as well as the quantum machine learning community. Though the current Consortium currently serves in an advisory role, it will ultimately be tasked with helping develop a community governance model in coordination with MolSSI.

While current benchmarks indicate excellent performance on an extremely wide variety of GPUs (Figure 5), new hardware may require the use of new acceleration APIs to fully exploit it. We have recently refactored the OpenMM GPU platforms into a single common API to make it easier to rapidly retarget to new acceleration APIs (such as Apple Metal, AMD RocM, and Intel oneAPI) as needed to achieve state-of-the-art performance on new hardware.

**AIM 2:** Develop a next-generation hardware-accelerated molecular simulation platform that will enable direct interoperability with machine learning frameworks.

**Rationale:** Biomolecular modeling is at the cusp of a revolution, with quantum machine learning (QML) potential energy models now able to achieve quantum chemical accuracy using deep learning models that exploit translationally and rotationally invariant features [43–45, 90] (Figure 1). While this field is still young, it is unmistakably clear that there will be an explosion in the exploration and application of QML models and hybrid QML/MM models in biomolecular modeling over the next decade, as researchers seek increased accuracy, the ability to tackle problems previously inaccessible or difficult with QM/MM (such as enzyme catalysis and covalent inhibition), and exploit the ability to easily improve these models with quantum chemical and experimental data.

Current implementations are impractically slow—200–15,000× slower than MM simulations within OpenMM—and require writing custom interfaces to glue them to MD codes, which can also result in even more performance loss. To make these methods practically usable by the biomolecular modeling community, we will provide a way to easily import and use ML models developed with popular ML frameworks (TensorFlow [91], PyTorch [92], and JAX [93]) within OpenMM in a flexible manner that allows their use as potentials, collective variables, biasing functions, and integrators. Currently, the major computational bottleneck is that these models must compute fixed-vector-length features from biomolecular systems using ML ops that are not well-suited to dealing with biomolecular data (such as pairlist operations) prior to feeding these feature vectors to highly optimized deep learning models that can exploit hardware that is rapidly improving to accelerate the deep learning stage of the computation (Figure 6). We will accelerate these methods by creating custom kernels to eliminate this major computational bottleneck using the same advances that OpenMM has made in accelerating MM potentials.
Accelerating atomic feature computation through custom GPU-accelerated ops will eliminate the computational bottleneck hindering widespread adoption of QML potentials. Left: The key bottleneck in current QML implementations is the computation of atomic features for biomolecular systems, especially for periodic systems. These operations involve irregular computations like pairlist construction and sums over local atom sets, as well as computation of their derivatives, which are operations that ML frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch are not efficient for. By contrast, OpenMM’s GPU-accelerated kernels excel at operations like this. We will implement GPU-accelerated custom ops for TensorFlow/PyTorch that speed up these feature computation operations. Right: While the subsequent computational stage—neural network computation—may still be computationally costly on current hardware, both hardware and software are aggressively being optimized by hardware vendors and ML package developers to accelerate these computations, including innovations like adding tensor cores. We will therefore primarily focus our effort on accelerating featurization (Aim 2) and enabling developers to distill/compress ML models to tune their performance on common accelerator hardware (Aim 3).

Approach and Milestones:

- **Develop hardware-accelerated kernels to accelerate QML potentials within OpenMM:** We have developed prototype OpenMM plugins that allow ML models defined within TensorFlow or PyTorch to compute potential energy components or collective variables within OpenMM. These plugins currently use the corresponding ML framework to compute all features directly from Cartesian atomic coordinates, resulting in poor performance compared with OpenMM’s GPU-accelerated MM energy functions, which use GPU-accelerated kernels that exploit special properties of atomic coordinates (Figure 1). We will develop custom GPU-accelerated operations (“ops”) that can be used to replace inefficient atomic feature computation code within these ML frameworks, prioritizing key atomic features used in popular QML models (Figure 4): such as Behler-Parrinello [47], ANI [41, 42, 46], AIMNet [48], SchNet [49, 50], Tensor Field Networks [55], Clebsch-Gordan nets [56–58], and graph convolutional or message-passing networks [59] such as PotentialNet [60]. Simultaneously, new generations of hardware will continue to feature optimizations to accelerate the deep learning half of the computation without our help, enabling us to focus on eliminating feature computation as a computational bottleneck. (In Aim 3, we discuss how we will also provide model compression tools to help tune models for improved performance.)

- **Enable ML models to be flexibly imported and used in a variety of innovative new ways within OpenMM:** In addition to QML potential support, we will make it easy to import models from ML frameworks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, or JAX for use wherever a function approximator could be useful, such as collective variables, biasing potentials, or integrators (which are simply methods that update positions and velocities and perform computations on them).

Preliminary data and feasibility: OpenMM has been at the forefront of offering users and developers convenient ways for specifying differentiable functions to flexibly support new potential functions and collective variables while not compromising on speed. The CustomForce facilities of OpenMM—introduced a decade ago [26]—allow users or developers to specify algebraic expressions or spline functions (without the need to write new code) that are symbolically differentiated and compiled into GPU kernels that run at native speed, even allowing differentiation with respect to force field parameters. For example, implementing a Coulomb potential alchemically modified by the parameter $\lambda$ is as simple as specifying its algebraic form: '$\lambda$*charge1*charge2/r'. Extending OpenMM to support differentiable machine learning models through compute graphs via TensorFlow, PyTorch, or JAX is conceptually similar, though differentiation is accomplished through forward- or backward-mode automatic differentiation, rather than via symbolic algebra. In both cases, just-in-time compilation provides the ability to rapidly build optimized kernels targeted to multiple hardware accelerators (such as GPUs).
PyTorch and TensorFlow plugins for OpenMM: As a proof of concept, we have developed two new plugins that allow models developed in popular machine learning frameworks to be used within OpenMM as quantum machine learning (QML) potentials or collective variables, both of which can be used alongside normal OpenMM physical potential function forces: (1) the OpenMM TensorFlow Plugin [94] allows models exported from TensorFlow [91] to be used within OpenMM, while (2) the OpenMM PyTorch Plugin [95] allows models exported from PyTorch [92] to be used within OpenMM.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to import ANI models [41,42,46] defined in TorchANI [96] into OpenMM and simulate a box of water molecules within OpenMM, using our using our prototype PyTorch OpenMM plugin, thereby enabling any applications built on OpenMM to use ANI in place of the wide variety of currently-supported molecular mechanics potentials. While both periodic and non-periodic systems can be simulated, initial performance benchmarks of the unoptimized models show that a box of 215 waters achieves 60 timesteps/second with periodic boundary conditions or 150 timesteps/second without, suggesting the periodic feature computations within the ANI-1 model implemented fully in TorchANI are particularly inefficient.

Accelerated QML GPU kernel library: We have started the earliest experimental stages of implementing a library of GPU-accelerated kernels for common QML potentials (available on GitHub at https://github.com/peastman/NNP0ps). Initial implementations utilize both fast symmetry function evaluation and batched neural network computations, providing an initial 18× speedup over TorchANI for computing energy and forces for a small molecule ligand (46 atoms) with ANI-2x; future optimization will be able to bring this to at least 50×, enabling us to reach nearly-MM speeds for hybrid QML/MM potentials where a <100-atom small molecule ligand is treated with QML and the remainder with MM.

This work will be guided by our machine learning expertise (lead developer Eastman and collaborator Pande recently co-authored a book on ML for the biosciences [97], and co-i de Fabritiis recently achieved highest predictive accuracy in the blinded D3R Grand Challenge 4 [98]), close coordination with the MolSSI Machine Learning team, input from the OpenMM Consortium, and laboratories at the forefront of QML (see Letters).

AIM 3: Create a software infrastructure to enable hybrid machine learning / physical model development.
Rationale: Two major software impediments stand in the way of building new QML methods with greatly increased accuracy and expanded coverage for biomolecular systems: (1) Training new ML models on 20M+ molecule datasets [41] is significantly hindered by feature computation—the slow speed of computing complex input features from atomic coordinates subsequently fed into fast deep learning models (which are already hardware accelerated). (2) While QML models excel at modeling short-range interactions, the need to use physical potential models for long-range interactions (as in PhysNet [54], which explicitly includes long-range electrostatics) is a clear direction for future research. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to bring physical models into modern ML frameworks—especially complex electrostatic models that much be implemented from scratch. By enabling OpenMM's hardware-accelerated feature computation kernels to be used within popular frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch, and creating new hardware-accelerated kernels for physical energy terms, we can accelerate research into new ML models not just for fitting quantum chemical energies of biomolecules, but also applications like enzyme design, drug discovery, biotherapeutic optimization, and predicting the functional impact of mutations.

Approach and Milestones:

- **Produce an open source hardware-accelerated QML kernel library to accelerate QML development, training, and deployment:** To accelerate the development, training, and deployment of new QML models, we will package our hardware-accelerated kernels for performing common QML computations (e.g., atomic featurization and message-passing) into a library that can easily be used in both popular ML frameworks (PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX) and MD engines. Besides making it easier for QML developers to easily build models without coding atomic features and accelerating the training process, this will also make it easier for QML developers to deploy their models within OpenMM (and other MD engines that make use of the kernel library) at full speed, since the same kernels will be used within OpenMM.

- **Facilitate the development of hybrid physical/ML models by creating custom ops for physical interaction kernels:** Hybrid physical/ML models such as PhysNet [54] (which predicts the partial charges at every step and uses a classical electrostatics model) are only beginning to be explored because of the difficulties in implementing optimized physical potential energy functions in ML frameworks. To enable rapid exploration of hybrid models, we will also port OpenMM's optimize physical energy function kernels (including advanced physical terms such as those in AMOEBA [84,99–101], HIPPO [85], CHARMM polarizable force fields [102], and Gaussian electrostatics models [103]) over to optimized ML framework ops to use as building blocks for hybrid models, allowing them to run at high speed both within ML frameworks and OpenMM.
- **Unify ML and MM APIs to accelerate science at the interface:** The difficulty of developing hybrid models is exacerbated by the complexity of methods for setting up models for complex biomolecular systems. We will simplify this process by migrating OpenMM’s System description classes to a pure Python object model that will allow users to render a parameterized system either to a native OpenMM Context that can run at full speed on the GPU or to a compute graph representation within ML frameworks like TensorFlow, PyTorch, and JAX that allow the model to be differentiated with respect to arbitrary model parameters for use in force field parameterization.

- **Develop a library of tools for optimizing QML model performance within OpenMM (and other MM packages):** While hardware and software developments outside of this project will continue to deliver increased performance for the neural network stages of QML models (Figure 6), we can do more to assist QML model developers in delivering increased performance without compromising accuracy. While a number of techniques based on model distillation [104], compression [105], and incremental quantization [106] techniques have been proposed for producing new networks that deliver equivalent accuracy but require greatly reduce FLOP counts, these acceleration techniques have not yet seen use in QML potential refinement and deployment. We will introduce a number of promising approaches into our QML model acceleration and export library to make it easier for QML developers to tune the performance of their models prior to deployment in our QML potential model archive.

**Preliminary data and feasibility:**

OpenMM’s Python API has enabled it to already see significant use within machine learning frameworks. For example, a recent Science paper [107] wrapped OpenMM within a TensorFlow op (without further optimization) to train invertible flows for sampling directly from the Boltzmann distribution. This Aim focuses on finding ways to accelerate this use to make research in this area more practical by eliminating pain points and breaking down the barriers between ML frameworks and physical modeling codes such as OpenMM. We note that others have already demonstrated the feasibility for achieving significant performance optimizations by developing custom hardware-accelerated ops for some physical forces in projects such as jax-md [108] and timemachine [109], but these attempts demonstrate feasibility and do not contain any of the significant infrastructure required by a fully-featured MD code like OpenMM that is aimed at working with biomolecular systems.

**Implementation of MM potential terms within PyTorch:** We recently released the TorchMD package, which enables physical MM potential terms to be used alongside QML potentials in experimenting with the construction and training of hybrid physical modeling / machine learning potentials that could combine long-range physical interactions with short-range machine learning potentials. The open source TorchMD code is available on GitHub [https://github.com/torchmd/torchmd]. This implementation does not yet feature GPU-accelerated MM kernels, which would accelerate PyTorch training by 50×.

**AIM 4: Develop community repositories of large quantum chemical datasets and models to accelerate development and deployment of QML potentials.**

**Rationale:** Publicly available quantum chemical datasets of sufficient size for building useful quantum machine learning (QML) potentials covering biomolecules (such as the ANI-1 Dataset [41]) are still highly limited in chemical coverage, conformations, composition, and available levels of quantum theory. To ensure researchers can easily train, validate, and assess new QML potentials—and especially hybrid models that blend ML and physics—we will work in close collaboration with the MolSSI QCArchive project and the Folding@home Consortium to generate large quantum chemical datasets for biomolecules that are useful in both OpenMM and common ML frameworks. We will additionally make it easy to distribute, modify, and use QML potentials through developing an interchange standard and online repository of QML potentials in close collaboration with the MolSSI QCArchive and Machine Learning team.

**Approach and Milestones:**

- **Enable facile and reproducible deployment of QML potentials:** OpenMM currently features a flexible ForceField engine using a force field agnostic force field specification, allowing biomolecular systems to quickly and easily be parameterized with a variety of common force fields by just changing the force field specification string (including nearly all force fields commonly distributed with AMBER [36] and CHARMM [29], as well as small molecule force fields such as GAFF [110] and the Open Force Field Initiative SMIRNOFF force fields [111]). We will extend the OpenMM API to similarly make it easy to construct new QML models in a similar fashion, ensuring that a multitude of popular QML potentials can easily be accessed by users by just
specifying the released model. We will work closely with the MolSSI QCArchive and Machine Learning teams to establish standards for QML model exchange, as well as a common repository that could be shared by multiple packages, and tools for accessing these models programmatically and via the web (inspired by the QCArchive Machine Learning Datasets Repository [112], ModelZoo [113], and the programmatic flexibility of PyTorch Geometric [114]), and work with developers of these models to encourage them to deposit their models at time of publication. Initially, we will work closely with the TorchANI developers (see Letter) to focus on deploying and accelerating the widely popular ANI family of models [41, 42], which have already seen use in modeling protein-ligand binding for drug discovery through a custom TorchANI-NAMD interface [52].

- **Develop a programmatic interface for exporting/deploying QML models to the QML repository:** To make it easier for QML model developers to deploy their models for use within OpenMM (and other packages that ultimately adopt our interchange format and use the MolSSI QML model repository we co-develop), we will create programmatic interfaces for easily exporting and deploying QML models developed using our custom op library.

- **Develop a Folding@home CPU compute core to generate public quantum chemical datasets to accelerate QML potential development:** We will collaborate with MolSSI software scientists and Folding@home developers (see Letters) to develop a Folding@home CPU compute core to perform quantum chemical calculations to populate the MolSSI QCArchive [75]. The compute core will service quantum chemical (QC) computations through the automated MolSSI QCFractal workflow infrastructure to allow MolSSI scientists to utilize the >1M available CPU cores of the planetary-scale Folding@home distributed computing platform to generate extremely large quantum chemical datasets. We will primarily use the open source quantum chemistry code psi4 [115] via the QCEngine [116] quantum chemistry interface, as our collaborators at MolSSI co-develop these codes. These datasets will be made immediately available to the community for use in constructing QML or hybrid QML/MM potentials (or for other purposes, such as constructing new MM force fields or pure ML models). Because QCArchive contains the memory usage and computation time for all submitted molecules, we will be able to develop a simple predictive model to optimize allocation of work to Folding@home clients capable of efficiently handling its resource requirements.

- **Provide immediate open access to generated QC datasets through the MolSSI QCArchive:** The MolSSI QCArchive [75] and machine leaning (ML) teams are in the process of collecting all significant extant datasets in the the quantum machine learning (QML) potential space. Collectively, these datasets represent \(10^8 - 10^9\) quantum chemical computations. These quantum chemical datasets are made available to the community programmatically through the QCArchive [75], as bulk downloads via the QCArchive Machine Learning Datasets Repository [112], and on Zenodo for archival purposes. These existing datasets are heterogenous, contain different properties as labels, and have been calculated at various levels of theory. As a first step, the QCArchive project has been recomputing these data at standard levels of theory—semiempirical, Hartree Fock, Density Functional Theory (including LDA, GGA, hybrids, and range-separated hybrids) MP2, and coupled cluster—where feasible. This effort, which currently represents only \(10^7 - 10^8\) core-hours of computation, would be tremendously bolstered by the resources provided by Folding@Home, which could provide more than \(10^9\) core-hours/year.

- **Select a variety of chemical datasets relevant to constructing high-accuracy QML models with greatly expanded coverage of chemical space:** MolSSI is already engaging the QML community to allow QCArchive users and QML community partners to generate new QC datasets within QCFractal/QCArchive; this systematic, methodical community engagement program that exploits all the tools at MolSSI’s disposal—workshops, software fellows, software scientists, visiting scholars, and their position of leadership in the molecular software sciences—will be key to the long-term success of this effort. Initially, however, we plan to generate key datasets of high priority to kickstart exploration in this area, including the PDB Ligand Expo [117]; Enamine REAL building blocks and molecules containing linkers [118]; small biopolymers representative of peptides, nucleic acids; heterocyclic aromatic scaffolds [119]; small biomolecular dimers; and solvated biomolecules. Pipelines developed by the Open Force Field Initiative and MolSSI for fragmenting, capping, and submitting small molecules to QCFractal will be reused for our purposes [111]. Finally, we will need to extend these quantum chemical datasets to cover more of the periodic table. At the moment, this is due largely to a lack of datasets in the literature beyond the p-block (though we are aware of some transition metal complex datasets); we aim for the community to take a leading role in data selection as the field matures. To fill gaps in user-sourced submissions, generative models (such as g-SchNet [120]) will be applied to existing data in the QCArchive go generate new calculation candidates to keep computation pipelines full.
**Preliminary data and feasibility:** Co-I Chodera, working in close coordination with MolSSI software scientists (see Letter), has conducted a pilot experiment as part of the Open Force Field Initiative [111] to deploy QCFractal for the purposes of generating new quantum chemical data for use in force field parameterization, with the results deposited in QCArchive (which currently contains >28M quantum chemical calculations for >21M molecules). Tools for the processing of small molecules, their fragmentation into capped small molecules, generation of input geometries, and processing by QCFractal were developed as part of the Initiative [111]. This pilot experiment took advantage of unused CPU computing cycles at multiple academic institutions, with QCFractal computing on ~300 total cores at any one time. Over the course of several months, this pilot experiment carried out ~8M B3LYP-D3(BJ)/DZVP gradient evaluations with Psi4 [115] on a large variety of small molecules, consuming ~1.5M core-hours, and generating a total of 350K geometry optimizations and 3K torsion drives that were immediately deposited into (and are now freely accessible through) QCArchive [75]. As proposed in this Aim, deploying QCFractal on the planetary-scale Folding@home network will provide access to roughly three orders of magnitude more compute power than this pilot experiment, enabling the generation of extremely large (~100M–10B geometry optimizations) high-value quantum chemical datasets for immediate public use in building machine learning models with greatly expanded chemical coverage and improved accuracy.

The investigators and collaborators also have extensive experience in developing open standards for (bio)molecular models and their exchange. Eastman led the development of a force field agnostic specification for OpenMM’s force field descriptions that has enabled multiple families of force fields to be easily encoded within a common XML format. Based on this work, Co-I Chodera led the development of the SMIRNOFF specification for biomolecular force fields using hierarchical typing and direct chemical perception that allows a wide class of small molecule and biopolymer force fields to be expressed [111, 121]. MolSSI led the development of the QCSchema specification for quantum chemical computations that allows QCityEngine [116, 122] to support multiple back-end quantum chemistry codes via a single standard format.
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